Universiteti i Prizrenit

Infrastructure

Rooms equipped with international standards
The University of Prizren building consists of seven teaching rooms while in academic years 2008/2009 university's
locals will consist of fifteen teaching rooms with the capacity of 30-80 places, a conference room, two informatics' labs
accessed to the internet, a library with modern editions, an amphitheatre with the capacity of 150-200 seats, an
administrative office, five cabinets for full-time academic staff and a room dedicated to additional academic staff.
This University will also have studio of 120m2 for students who study architecture with the purpose of raising their
studying performance and making easier transmitting of knowledge by teachers.
Computer rooms
The use of computers at Uni-Pz makes the student's work easier during his/her studies during studies on preparing
seminary work, research subjects and diploma paper. Access to the internet is another opportunity for studie. In its
academic year, the University possesses informatics lab of 20 computers with access to the internet.
Then in academic year 2008/2009 the University will provide an additional computer lab of 40 with an access to the
internet.
Website of Uni-Pz (http//www.uni-pz.org) is structured to make student find easily information about Uni-Pz. Every
student has the Unzips electronically address which enables informing and access to the internet.
Library and number of books

Library is equipped with a large numer of books and magazines and the reading room. Library at the University of
Prizren numbers about 10.000 books in Albanian language which 30% of those books are in English language. There are
seven sections of separated books for each faculty. Books are put in a row in that way that student is able to deal with
the titles. Basing on statistical information, about 35% of books are borrowed from the University members.
The whole library is built with the Uni-Pz attempts and the good will of economic subjects (donors) from our country and
the world. All the above mentioned books posses an identical sign of each donor. These books are dedicated to students
of the University of Prizren.
The University&rsquo;s yard and safe environment The University of Prizren provides students with an area of
spending their free time in society and outside the University, whereas students can be served in canteen which provides
students with products liked by them. Knowing the University&rsquo;s favorable position in an convenient location
without hearing any noise of urban life where the circulating of vehicles is limited very much, the University&rsquo;s yard
is located in an area of 5 pieces of ground covered with greenness and seats, an environment in which members of the
University may spend their leisure time depending on their wish.
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